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Population Genetics of CAPN10 and GPR35: Implications
for the Evolution of Type 2 Diabetes Variants
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R. R. Hudson,3 and A. Di Rienzo1
Departments of 1Human Genetics, 2Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, and 3Ecology and Evolution, University of Chicago, Chicago
A positional cloning study of type 2 diabetes in Mexican Americans identified a region, termed “NIDDM1,” on
chromosome 2q37 with significant linkage evidence. Haplotype combinations at the calpain-10 gene (CAPN10)
within this region were shown to increase diabetes risk in several populations. On the basis of the thrifty genotype
hypothesis, variants that increase susceptibility to type 2 diabetes under modern lifestyle conditions provided a
survival advantage in past environments by increasing the efficiency of energy use and storage. Here, our goal is
to make inferences about the evolutionary forces shaping variation in genes in the NIDDM1 region and to investigate
the population genetics models that may underlie the thrifty genotype hypothesis. To this end, we surveyed sequence
variation in CAPN10 and in an adjacent gene, G-protein–coupled receptor 35 (GPR35), in four population samples
from different ethnic groups. These data revealed two distinct deviations from the standard neutral model in
CAPN10, whereas GPR35 variation was largely consistent with neutrality. CAPN10 showed a significant deficit
of variation in the haplotype class defined by the derived allele at SNP44, a polymorphism that is significantly
associated with diabetes in meta-analysis studies. This suggests that this haplotype class was quickly driven to high
frequency by positive natural selection. Interestingly, the derived allele at SNP44 is protective against diabetes.
CAPN10 also showed a local excess of polymorphism and linkage disequilibrium decay in intron 13. Simulations
show that this pattern may be explained by long-standing balancing selection that maintains multiple selected alleles.
Alternatively, it is possible that the local mutation and recombination rates changed since the divergence of human
and chimpanzee; this scenario does not require the action of natural selection on intron 13 variation.
Introduction
A genomewide scan in Mexican Americans identified a
region on chromosome 2 (NIDDM1) that showed sig-
nificant linkage to type 2 diabetes (MIM 125853) (Hanis
et al. 1996). Subsequently, a combined linkage and case-
control study of this region, using samples from the same
population of Mexican Americans, identified a combi-
nation of haplotypes defined by three intronic variants at
the calpain-10 locus (CAPN10) that was significantly as-
sociated with increased susceptibility to type 2 diabetes
(Horikawa et al. 2000). Although CAPN10 variation was
significantly associated with both disease susceptibility
and the evidence of linkage, variation in the neighboring
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gene, GPR35, showed evidence of association with dis-
ease but not linkage. Subsequent studies of CAPN10 var-
iation and type 2 diabetes and diabetes-relatedphenotypes
have supported an association in some—but not all—
populations studied (Weedon et al. 2003; Cox et al. 2004;
Song et al. 2004 and references therein). The interpre-
tation of these results rests on our understanding of the
landscape of variation at this locus and how that variation
differs across populations.
In 1962, Neel put forth a compelling hypothesis to
explain the epidemiology of diabetes; this hypothesis
remains a significant influence on our understanding of
the evolutionary history of type 2 diabetes and other
metabolic syndromes (Neel 1962; Weiss et al. 1984).
The thrifty genotype hypothesis posits that variation that
increases susceptibility to type 2 diabetes under modern
lifestyle conditions provided an advantage in past envi-
ronments by increasing the efficiency of energy use and
storage. The thrifty genotype hypothesis has been mod-
ified and updated over the years in response to advances
in understanding the disease pathophysiology and the
role of specific environmental factors (Miller and Cola-
giuri 1994; Neel et al. 1998). However, it remains a hy-
pothetical model that is mainly based on physiological
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and epidemiological considerations; no explicit popula-
tion genetics model has been formulated within the con-
text of the thrifty genotype hypothesis.
Indeed, population genetics studies of diabetes candi-
date genes, such as CAPN10 and GPR35, may inform
the development of such models. For example, one pop-
ulation genetics scenario might envision that new thrifty
variants arose by mutation in ancient human populations
and were driven up in frequency—but not to fixation—
by positive selection; these derived alleles, which may
retain a signature of that selection in linked neutral var-
iation, now result in increased risk of diabetes. In an
alternative hypothetical scenario, the thrifty variants
arose by mutation and were fixed as the result of more
ancient adaptations; more specifically, their fixation was
older than the average age of neutral human polymor-
phisms. Within this framework, the thrifty alleles are
hypothesized to be ancestral and to have been maintained
by purifying selection in ancient human populations.
With the shift in lifestyle, these ancestral alleles are no
longer advantageous and confer risk of diabetes (Sharma
1998). Concurrently, the derived alleles that used to be
less efficient and, hence, slightly deleterious have become
protective against diabetes. These protective alleles may
have evolved neutrally or adaptively, depending on the
fitness effects of diabetes and other pleiotropic pheno-
types. The mechanism relating environmental changes
and physiological adaptations is a topic of speculation.
Regardless of the mechanism, the selective pressures act-
ing on variants related to energy metabolism are likely
to have fluctuated over time in response to changes in
climate and diet, as well as changes in the physiological
demands for energy.
The hypothesis that genes involved in type 2 diabetes
evolved under changing selective pressures and may carry
the signature of natural selection motivated us to describe
patterns of sequence variation at CAPN10 and GPR35
in human populations. An initial population genetics
study reported an unusually large difference in allele fre-
quencies between African and non-African populations
for the CAPN10 variants shown to influence risk of type
2 diabetes (Horikawa et al. 2000; Fullerton et al. 2002);
it was proposed that this pattern reflects the impact of
population-specific selective pressures.
Here, we follow up on this initial observation by con-
ducting a full resequencing survey of CAPN10 and
GPR35, and we use additional aspects of genetic var-
iation to make inferences about the evolution of these
genes. The effects of evolutionary forces on patterns of
variation are complex; each aspect of variation is shaped
by the stochastic effects of drift over time, the demo-
graphic history of the population, and natural selection
acting on specific loci. As a result, observations made at
any one locus cannot disentangle the effects of demog-
raphy from the effects of natural selection (Hamblin et
al. 2002; Akey et al. 2004; Hammer et al. 2004; Stajich
and Hahn 2005). To characterize the effects of demog-
raphy on patterns of sequence variation, we previously
resequenced 50 unlinked noncoding regions in three pop-
ulation samples (Hausa of Cameroon, Italians, and Chi-
nese) (Frisse et al. 2001; L.M.F. and A.D., unpublished
data). This multilocus data set represents an empirical
null distribution that captures the effects of each popu-
lation’s unique demographic history and therefore can
point toward unusual observations that may represent
the signature of natural selection. Furthermore, these
data showed that the sample from Cameroon fits the
expectations of a model of long-term constant population
size and random mating, but the same model did not fit
the non-African samples for multiple aspects of the data
(Frisse et al. 2001; Pluzhnikov et al. 2002); these results
are in agreement with other multilocus studies of human
populations (Akey et al. 2004; Hammer et al. 2004; Sta-
jich and Hahn 2005). Thus, in addition to an empirical
comparison, we use the multilocus data set to estimate
the parameters of the neutral equilibrium model for the
Hausa (i.e., the population mutation rate, v [p 4Nem],
and recombination rate, r [p 4Ner]), to run coalescent
simulations; these simulations are aimed at assessing the
fit of the CAPN10 data to the model. Here, we investigate
the same population samples, as well as a sample of a
native Mexican population (Mazatecans), to show that
patterns of variation at the CAPN10 gene do not fit the
expectations of the standard neutral model.
Material and Methods
DNA Samples
Sequence variation was surveyed in DNA samples
from four human populations: 16 Hausa from Yaounde´
(Cameroon), 16 Han Chinese from Taiwan, 16 individ-
uals from central Italy, and 16 Mazatecans from San
Lorenzo Cuaunecuiltitla, Oaxaca (Mexico). This study
was approved by the institutional review board of the
University of Chicago. The CAPN10 and GPR35 genes
were sequenced in one common chimpanzee; CAPN10
was also sequenced in one orangutan.
PCR Amplification
Primers for amplification and sequencing were de-
signed using the program PRIMER, version 3. All prim-
ers were designed on the basis of GenBank sequence
entry AF158748.3. All nucleotide positions in the pre-
sent study, for both human and nonhuman primate data,
refer to this entry. With few exceptions, PCR primers
were designed to amplify a 600–800-bp fragment with
200 bp overlap between amplicons. Amplification
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primers were used for sequencing. Additional sequencing
primers were designed, adjacent to insertion/deletion
polymorphisms, for nearly complete coverage in both
orientations.
The surveyed region of CAPN10 contains a polymor-
phic 30-bp tandem repeat around nucleotides 21500–
21800 that we were unable to characterize by PCR-based
sequencing of diploid samples. PCR primers were de-
signed on both sides of the repeat. Repeat size was de-
termined by size fractionation of the PCR product on a
3.5% agarose gel. This approach necessarily precludes the
identification of any SNP variation nested within the tan-
dem repeat array.
Sequencing
PCR products were prepared for sequence analysis by
treatment with a combination of shrimp alkaline phos-
phatase and exonuclease I (United States Biochemical).
Dye-terminator sequencing was performed with the ABI
BigDye terminator cycle sequencing kit, version 3, and
analysis was performed on an ABI 3100 or ABI 3700
automated sequencer. All sequences were assembled and
analyzed using the Phred-Phrap-Consed package (Nick-
erson et al. 1997). All putative polymorphisms and soft-
ware-derived genotype calls were visually inspected (often
by multiple independent operators) and were individually
confirmed using Consed.
Statistical Analysis
Summary statistics were calculated for each gene by
use of the Web application SLIDER (see the SLIDER
Web site). Statistics were calculated for the entire length
of the gene and on a sliding window of 1,000 bp, with
a step size of 100 bp. For three statistics calculated on
a sliding window (p, Tajima’s D, and rH01), the maxi-
mum value observed in a single window (referred to as
“max”), the ratio of the maximum value to the median
value for all windows (referred to as “max/med”), and
the maximum area above the median across all windows
(referred to as “max area above med”) were calculated.
These measures attempted to capture as many features
of the peak as possible: its absolute magnitude, its mag-
nitude relative to the rest of the surveyed region, and its
size in terms of height and width of the region showing
an elevation relative to the rest of the region. Haplotypes
were inferred for each population sample by use of
PHASE, version 2.02 (Stephens et al. 2001b; Stephens
and Donnelly 2003). Estimates of the population recom-
bination rate parameter 4Ner were obtained from dip-
loid data by a composite likelihood method, with the
use of the Web application MAXDIP, and are denoted
by “rH01” (Hudson 2001) (see the MAXDIP Web site).
The Web application RECSLIDER was used to calculate
rH01 on a sliding window of 20 segregating sites, with a
step size of 1 segregating site (Wall et al. 2003) (see the
RECSLIDER Web site).
The haplotype test asks if a subset of haplotypes at a
particular frequency contains fewer segregating sites
than expected by simulating samples under neutrality,
examining all subsets at the given frequency in each sim-
ulated sample, and determining how often a subset of
haplotypes at the same frequency containing the same
number or fewer segregating sites can be found (Hudson
et al. 1994). This test was performed (separately for each
population) using the program PSUBS, using recombi-
nation and mutation parameters estimated for each pop-
ulation to simulate 106 replicates under neutrality. We
initially performed the test using the best reconstruction
of haplotypes for each individual in the sample, based
on the program PHASE. To assess whether the test re-
sults were robust to misspecification of haplotype phase,
the list of possible haplotype pairs for each individual
and the probabilities associated with each pair (gener-
ated by PHASE) were used to reassign haplotypes. After
all individuals were assigned a pair of haplotypes, the
number of segregating sites in the subset was recalcu-
lated and the test was performed again. This procedure
was repeated 106 times for each population.
Coalescent Simulations
The significance of sliding-window observations was
estimated by coalescent simulations with recombination.
One thousand samples were simulated under a neutral
model, using the program MS (Hudson 2002). For the
neutral model, the recombination rate parameter used in
the simulations was estimated for the Hausa at CAPN10,
with the ratio of gene conversion to crossing over fixed
at 2 and an average conversion tract length of 500 bp
(Frisse et al. 2001). Likewise, the mutation rate parameter
was estimated from p in the Hausa at CAPN10. The
Hausa were used as a basis for comparison because evi-
dence from unlinked noncoding regions suggests that they
best fit an equilibrium model of demography, whereas
the Italians and Chinese do not (Frisse et al. 2001; Pluzh-
nikov et al. 2002). A sliding-window analysis was per-
formed on each simulated replicate, precisely mirroring
the analyses performed on the CAPN10 data (described
in the “Statistical Analysis” section): for each of the sum-
mary statistics (p, Tajima’s D, and rH01), the maximum
window value (max), the ratio of the maximum value to
the median across all windows (max/med), and the max-
imum area above the median across all windows (max
area above med) were calculated. The probability of ob-
serving a value as high or higher than that observed at
CAPN10 was estimated on the basis of the simulated
replicates. This probability can be converted to a two-
tailed P value by use of the expression 1 2# FP
, where P is the above-estimated probability.0.5F
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Table 1
Summary Statistics of Polymorphism
POPULATION
CAPN10 GPR35
Sa vW
b pc rH01
d Tajima’s D Sa vW
b pc rH01
d Tajima’s D
Hausa 203 14.8 10.8 12.4 1.08 10 11.7 11.2 40.1 .14
Chinese 148 10.8 12.0 1.3 .35 6 7.0 8.7 11.9 .70
Italians 163 11.9 11.8 1.9 .08 16 18.7 16.0 9.9 .47
Mazatecans 115 8.4 7.5 .5 .44 6 7.0 8.1 12.8 .45
a Number of polymorphic sites.
b Watterson’s estimator of v (p 4Nm) per bp (# 104) (Watterson 1975).
c Nucleotide diversity per bp (# 104).
d Hudson’s estimator of r (p 4Nr) between adjacent bp (# 104), based on a conversion-to-crossover
ratio of 2 and a mean conversion tract length of 500 bp (Frisse et al. 2001; Hudson 2001).
Samples were simulated under the model of biallelic
balancing selection described by Hudson and Kaplan
(1988), using a modification of the program MS and pop-
ulation parameters estimated from the Hausa data. Each
simulated sequence was 10 kb long, with the selected site
in the center. The allele frequency at the selected site was
varied from 0.1 to 0.5. Multiallelic balancing selection
was simulated using software by Mikkel Schierup that
simulates sequences with recombination under the model
described in the study by Schierup et al. (2001). Under
this model, selection acts at a single genomic location to
preserve M (the number of alleles at the selected site) at
equal frequencies in the population. Over time, these al-
lelic classes are lost and replaced (“turnover”), in accor-
dance with a process described by Takahata (1990). At
a turnover event, one class is lost and another is created,
keeping M constant. The class that was newly created by
mutation rises to equilibrium frequency approximately
instantaneously. Each simulated sequence was 5 kb long,
with a single site under selection placed at one end. One
thousand replicates of 32 sequences were simulated for
each of 30 combinations of the turnover rate (Q, where
2Ne/Q is the mean time between turnover events) and the
number of allelic classes (M), with Q ranging from 0.1
to 1.3 and M ranging from 3 to 30. To assess the overall
fit of the data to the model, a combined statistic was also
calculated by summing the logs of the two-tailed P values
for each statistic calculated from the Hausa sample; a P
value for this combined statistic was then calculated as
the proportion of simulated samples for which the com-
bined statistic took a value that was greater than or equal
to the value calculated for the Hausa.
Results
Whole-Gene Analyses
Summary statistics representing several aspects of var-
iation were calculated for each gene as a whole, in each
population sample (table 1). The total surveyed sequence
length for CAPN10 and GPR35 was 33,465 bp and
2,310 bp, respectively, and included the coding regions,
the introns, the UTRs, and ∼1 kb upstream of the tran-
scription start site. The average sequence divergence be-
tween human and chimpanzee for CAPN10 and GPR35
was 1.77% and 1.92%, respectively—somewhat higher
than that observed at other loci (Ebersberger et al. 2002).
Average sequence divergence between human and orang-
utan was 3.67% for CAPN10, which is also higher than
that observed at other loci across the genome (Nachman
et al. 1998; Chen and Li 2001).
Polymorphism levels are summarized by the estimator
of the population mutation rate parameter vW (Watter-
son 1975), based on the number of polymorphic sites,
as well as by nucleotide diversity (p). At CAPN10, the
Hausa sample shows the highest polymorphism levels in
terms of vW, but not in terms of nucleotide diversity. At
GPR35, the Italian sample shows the highest polymor-
phism levels for both summaries of the data. African
populations have been found to harbor more variation
than non-African populations at most loci across the
genome (Cann et al. 1987; Hammer 1995; Harding et
al. 1997; Zietkiewicz et al. 1998), as well as in our data
set of noncoding regions, but there is great variation
from one locus to another. None of the 50 noncoding
regions shows a difference in vW between Hausa and
Italians that is greater than that observed at GPR35; the
same holds for the difference between Italians and Chi-
nese. This raises the possibility that GPR35 did not evolve
neutrally in the Italians and that the high polymorphism
levels reflect the action of natural selection. This hypoth-
esis was investigated by means of a test of neutrality that
is based on polymorphism and divergence levels (Hudson
et al. 1987) and that was performed on the Italian data
for GPR35 and the 50 noncoding regions: no significant
departure was observed. A test of neutrality that is based
on the ratio between synonymous and nonsynonymous
changes in polymorphism and divergence data and that
was performed for each population, compared with the
chimpanzee and orangutan divergence, did not detect a
significant departure (McDonald and Kreitman 1991).
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Table 2
Pairwise LD (r2) between SNP44 and Other SNPs
SNP
POSITION
(bp)
r2 FOR DATA SET
Hausa Italian Chinese Mazatecan
SNP134 17749 1 1 1 1
SNP135 17841 1 1 1 1
SNP43 22762 .0025 .0476 .0290 .0472
SNP19 25830 .0051 .2088 .4667 .0616
SNP110 27713 1 .6191 1 .3118
SNP63 34288 .0816 .0114 .0074 .0147
Consistent with previous data from other Native Amer-
ican populations (Mulligan et al. 2004 and references
therein), the Mazatecan sample harbors low levels of
variation.
The spectrum of allele frequencies is summarized by
the Tajima’s D statistic, which is expected to be ∼0 under
the neutral equilibrium model (Tajima 1989). A negative
value indicates an excess of rare variants, whereas a pos-
itive value indicates an excess of intermediate frequen-
cy variants. Certain demographic or selective departures
from neutral equilibrium predict skews in the frequen-
cy spectrum. The Tajima’s D value for the Hausa at
CAPN10 is significantly negative as assessed by simula-
tions of the equilibrium model ( ) but is wellPp .01
within the range of values observed at the noncoding
regions. This is consistent with a model of recent popu-
lation growth from a population at equilibrium (Pluzh-
nikov et al. 2002). All other values of Tajima’s D are not
unusual.
Estimates of the population recombination rate pa-
rameter provide an assessment of linkage disequilibrium
(LD) across a region that is less sensitive to sample size
and allele frequency than other commonly used sum-
mary statistics, such as D′ and r2 (Pritchard and Prze-
worski 2001). A composite maximum-likelihood esti-
mator, rH01, was calculated for each population under a
model of recombination that includes both crossover
and gene conversion events. The Hausa show the highest
value of rH01, corresponding to the lowest levels of LD.
This is consistent with the decay of LD over distances
that are shorter among African populations than among
non-African populations, an observation made for many
loci across the genome (Reich et al. 2001; Stephens et
al. 2001a; Crawford et al. 2004b; McVean et al. 2004)
and in our data from noncoding regions (Frisse et al.
2001).
Testing for Selection on the Haplotype Class Defined
by SNP44
Meta-analyses of published studies supported a sig-
nificant association of the C allele at SNP44 (position
22751) with increased risk of type 2 diabetes (Weedon
et al. 2003; Song et al. 2004). Although it is located in
intron 3, only 11 bp from SNP43 (which shows linkage
and association with diabetes in Mexican Americans),
SNP44 is not in perfect LD with the SNPs that define
the risk haplotype: SNP43 (position 22762), Indel19
(position 25830), and SNP63 (position 34288) (table 2)
(see also Horikawa et al. [2000] and Fullerton et al.
[2002]).
The risk allele at SNP44 (i.e., C) is inferred to be
ancestral on the basis of the chimpanzee and orangutan
sequences. Thus, this variant may fit one of the popula-
tion genetics models for the thrifty genotype hypothesis
proposed in the “Introduction” section (i.e., one in
which alleles increasing risk to type 2 diabetes are an-
cestral and were maintained by purifying selection in
ancient human populations). Interestingly, the derived
(T) allele appears at a high frequency (78%–97%) on a
haplotype background with little variation in all four
population samples. A large subset of haplotypes con-
taining little variation is the signature expected if positive
selection recently and quickly drove variant(s) on the
haplotype to high frequency.
To test whether the haplotypes bearing the derived al-
lele at SNP44 carried less variation than expected under
neutrality, we used the haplotype test described by Hud-
son et al. (1994). PHASE was used to infer haplotypes
in each population for a 6-kb region that centered on
SNP44; using the haplotypes inferred by PHASE as the
best reconstruction, the test was significant for all pop-
ulations (Hausa: ; Chinese: ; Ital-Pp .0007 Pp .0277
ians: ; and Mazatecans: ). To de-Pp .0328 Pp .0034
termine whether the test results were robust to misspec-
ification of haplotype assignment, we generated 106 hap-
lotype samples in which phase was assigned on the basis
of the uncertainty estimated by PHASE (see the “Ma-
terial and Methods” section) and reran the test for each
sample. The proportion of runs with a P value !.05 was
99.95% for the Hausa, 68.82% for the Chinese, 51.41%
for the Italians, and 88.69% for the Mazatecans. Thus,
at least the Hausa harbor a clear signal of natural se-
lection on the haplotype class defined by the derived
allele at SNP44; given the substantial proportion of hap-
lotype reconstructions yielding a significant haplotype
test result, it seems plausible that the non-African sam-
ples also retain evidence of selection. In the Hausa and
the Chinese, SNP44 is in perfect LD with an amino acid
polymorphism, Thr504Ala (SNP110, position 22713)
(table 2). We performed the haplotype test again on a
10-kb region centered on both SNPs by defining the
haplotype subset on the basis of the derived alleles at
both SNPs. Using the haplotypes inferred by PHASE as
the best reconstruction, the test was significant in the
Hausa ( ) but not in the Chinese.Pp .0002
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Figure 1 Sliding-window plots of p (blue line) and rH01 (red line)
for the CAPN10 gene. The size of the window is 20 polymorphic sites,
and the step size is 1 polymorphic site. Each summary statistic is
calculated per bp by normalizing the summary by the varying length
in bp of each window. The black triangles along the horizontal axes
indicate the position of the SNPs included in the diabetes risk hap-
lotype, as defined by Horikawa et al. (2000) (ordered 5′r3′: SNP43,
SNP56, SNP59, Indel19, SNP48, SNP30, SNP63, and SNP65). Nu-
cleotide positions are expressed in bp.
Sliding-Window Analyses of CAPN10
A signature of natural selection, if present, may extend
over a relatively short distance. Thus, such a signal could
be diluted and could become undetectable when sum-
maries of the data are calculated over a large segment, as
is the case here for CAPN10. To reveal patterns of var-
iation on a finer scale and to ask whether other signatures
of natural selection (in addition to that around SNP44)
are present in this gene, each summary statistic was also
investigated using a sliding-window analysis.
Values of Tajima’s D showed stochastic variation
around the mean but no unexpected extremes in any of
the populations (data not shown). However, levels of
polymorphism, assessed by either p or vW, varied dra-
matically across the gene, with a prominent peak in in-
tron 13 (fig. 1). Although levels of interspecies divergence
showed random variation across the surveyed region,
there is no corresponding peak in sequence divergence
from either chimpanzee or orangutan (fig. A1 [online
only]), as would be expected for a long-standing local
increase in mutation rate. The peak in polymorphism
overlaps two of the variants that define the diabetes sus-
ceptibility haplotype in Mexican Americans (SNP30 and
SNP63) (fig. 1). In the Hausa, the peak in polymorphism
level also corresponds to a peak in LD decay, as estimated
by rH01; this peak is either much lower or absent in the
Italians, Chinese, and Mazatecans (fig. 1).
In the analyses that follow, we investigate the processes
underlying this striking pattern of variation by perform-
ing coalescent simulations of the standard neutral model
and two models of long-standing selection. Determining
whether an observation made through a sliding-window
analysis represents a significant departure from a null
model presents a difficult multiple-testing problem: the
window is slid across a contiguous region, so that not
only do the windows overlap but the sites within even
distant windows may also be in LD. Testing observed
data against an empirical distribution drawn from sim-
ulated samples analyzed in the same manner circumvents
this problem.
Simulations of the Standard Neutral Model
A great deal of stochastic variation in fine-scale patterns
of sequence variation is expected even under the neutral
model with uniform recombination and mutation rate. To
assess the probability that the intron 13 data were simply
due to chance, we ran coalescent simulations under the
standard neutral model to generate samples that were
analyzed using the same sliding-window method that was
used on the CAPN10 data. The patterns of variation were
summarized by three sliding-window statistics: (1) the
maximum value observed in a window (max); (2) the ratio
of the maximum value to the median across all windows
(max/med); and (3) the maximum area above the median
across all windows (max area above med). Each measure
was calculated from the Hausa data for the CAPN10
region and was compared with the same measures cal-
culated for each of 1,000 samples simulated under a neu-
tral equilibrium model. The Hausa data were used be-
cause previous analyses of noncoding region variation
indicated that this population sample conforms to the
assumptions of the demographic model under which the
neutral samples were simulated, whereas the Chinese and
Italian samples do not (Frisse et al. 2001; Pluzhnikov et
al. 2002). The same analysis was performed for rH01 and
Tajima’s D. The area above the median for nucleotide
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Figure 2 Sliding-window plots of p, rH01, and Tajima’s D for
samples of 32 sequences generated by simulations of a biallelic model
of balancing selection over a range of equilibrium allele frequencies
of 0.1–0.5. Each summary is calculated as the median across 1,000
simulated samples for each value of equilibrium frequency. Nucleotide
positions are expressed in bp.
Table 3
Estimated Probability of Observing a Value as High as or Higher
than That Observed at CAPN10 for the Hausa, under the Standard
Neutral Model
SLIDING-WINDOW
STATISTICa
P VALUE, BY SUMMARY STATISTIC
pb rH01
c Tajima’s D
max .259 .457 .850
max/med .239 .008 .924
max area above med .006 .381 .131
a See the “Statistical Analysis” section.
b Nucleotide diversity per bp (# 104).
c Hudson’s estimator of r (p 4Nr) between adjacent bp (# 104),
based on a conversion-to-crossover ratio of 2 and mean conversion
tract length of 500 bp (Frisse et al. 2001; Hudson 2001).
diversity is significantly larger than that expected under
neutrality, as is the ratio of the maximum rH01 to the
median (table 3). These results, taken together, suggest
that the standard neutral model cannot explain the Hausa
data for CAPN10.
Simulations of the Biallelic Model of Balancing
Selection
Long-standing balancing selection may preserve a poly-
morphism at the site under selection longer than would
be expected under neutrality. As a result, neutral mu-
tations at linked sites are not fixed or lost as quickly as
expected if all variation in the region were neutral, and
a signature of increased polymorphism develops over
time. In intron 13, we observed a peak of polymorphism
relative to divergence overlapping variants that have
been associated with disease susceptibility; this pattern
was shown to be unlikely under neutrality and is similar
to that expected under long-standing balancing selec-
tion. However, little is known about the expected fre-
quency spectrum and LD under long-standing balancing
selection.
Thus, to test whether balancing selection could indeed
explain the polymorphism levels, as well as other aspects
of sequence variation data in intron 13, we simulated
samples under the simplest model of balancing selection.
Under this model, selection acts at a single site to main-
tain two alleles at a stable equilibrium frequency, which
was varied in our simulations over a range from 0.1 to
0.5. Furthermore, we considered the same three aspects
of the data (i.e., polymorphism levels, allele-frequency
spectrum, and LD) that we had examined in the pop-
ulation data.
The median nucleotide diversity across simulated sam-
ples is elevated above the 97.5th percentile from neutral
simulations for a narrow region (∼1 kb) centered on the
selected site (fig. 2). This signal is consistent across equi-
librium allele frequencies and increases with increasing
equilibrium frequency. Most—but not all—models re-
sulted in a shift in allele-frequency spectrum (fig. 2). For
an equilibrium allele frequency of 0.1, the median Ta-
jima’s D value was indistinguishable from the value ex-
pected under neutrality. The median Tajima’s D value is
elevated, but it is below the neutral 97.5th percentile un-
der a model with an equilibrium allele frequency of 0.2;
a significant skew toward alleles of intermediate frequency
is expected only if the equilibrium frequency is0.3. For
all equilibrium frequencies, median rH01 is reduced near
the selected site, although it is well within expectations
under the neutral model, indicating an increase of LD in
an ∼2-kb region surrounding the selected site. LD near
the selected site increases as equilibrium allele frequency
decreases.
These results indicate that, under a simple biallelic
model, the signature of selection in polymorphism levels,
frequency spectrum, and LD is tightly localized around
the selected site and is detectable by use of a sliding-
window analysis for most equilibrium allele frequencies.
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Table 4
Estimated Probability of Observing a Value as High as or Higher than That Observed at CAPN10 for the Hausa, under the Biallelic
Balancing Selection Model
EQUILIBRIUM
FREQUENCY
P VALUE, BY SUMMARY STATISTIC
pa rH01
b Tajima’s D
max max/med max area above med max max/med max area above med max max/med max area above med
.1 .742 .564 .137 .504 .021c .365 .874 .934 .201
.2 .943 .834 .421 .504 .020c .374 .880 .924 .245
.3 .967 .902 .606 .504 .020c .375 .985c .927 .317
.4 .980 .946 .708 .528 .020c .366 .996c .903 .465
.5 .985c .953 .744 .526 .022c .381 .993c .898 .511
a Nucleotide diversity per bp (# 104).
b Hudson’s estimator of r (p 4Nr) between adjacent bp (# 104), based on a conversion-to-crossover ratio of 2 and mean conversion tract
length of 500 bp (Frisse et al. 2001; Hudson 2001).
c Significant at the 5% level.
However, the simulations also show that this selection
model is not compatible with CAPN10 for any equilib-
rium allele frequency. As shown in table 4, the ratio of
the maximum rH01 to the median is significantly higher
than expected at all equilibrium allele frequencies, Ta-
jima’s D value is lower than expected for allele fre-
quencies 0.3, and polymorphism levels are lower than
expected for allele frequencies 0.4.
Simulations of a Multiallelic Model of Balancing
Selection
Two of the features of the CAPN10 data that are in-
consistent with the predictions of a simple biallelic model
suggest that a more complex selection hypothesis may be
more plausible. Haplotype analyses of the ∼5 kb sur-
rounding the peak of polymorphism reveal five distinct
deep lineages (V. J. Clark and A. Di Rienzo, unpublished
results), instead of two, as a biallelic model would predict.
Also, the value of Tajima’s D at the peak of polymorphism
is not strikingly positive, as expected under the biallelic
model of balancing selection for most equilibrium fre-
quencies. These observations led us to explore the model
of multiallelic balancing selection previously developed to
investigate the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
in mammals and self-incompatibility genes in plants, as
described by Schierup et al. (2001). Because more than
two alleles are maintained in the population under this
model, the skew toward intermediate frequency variants
may be less marked than under the biallelic model and,
hence, may be consistent with the intron 13 data. To
investigate whether this more complex model of balancing
selection could explain the intron 13 data, samples were
simulated using 30 combinations of the parameters Q and
M, and the probability of the Hausa data for each sum-
mary statistic was estimated (table A1 [online only]). As
expected, median nucleotide diversity was elevated near
the selected site for all combinations of the parameters;
the observed levels of polymorphism at CAPN10 were
consistent with high turnover rates ( [i.e., a meanQp 1
time between turnover events of 500,000 years, under the
assumptions of and 25 years per genera-N p 10,000e
tion) and low numbers of allelic classes ( ). OnMp 5–6
average, the value of Tajima’s D was slightly higher near
the selected site for models with few allelic classes; as the
number of allelic classes was increased, the median Ta-
jima’s D value near the selected site became closer to zero
(fig. A2 [online only]); the observed value of Tajima’s D
was consistent with the model for all combinations of
parameter values considered. Remarkably, the median
rH01 was elevated around the selected site, which is the
opposite of the trend for the biallelic model and is con-
sistent with our observations. To assess the overall fit of
the data over the two-dimensional parameter space, we
calculated a composite statistic combining the P values of
the three aspects of variation for each sliding-window
statistic. This was compared with the distribution of the
same statistic in simulated samples to estimate the prob-
ability of a departure as large as or larger than observed
(see the “Material and Methods” section). The results
indicate that the Hausa data are compatible with the mul-
tiallelic balancing selection model for a portion of the
parameter space (shown as the unshaded area in fig. 3).
Discussion
Our analysis of two genes, CAPN10 and GPR35, within
a positional candidate region for type 2 diabetes identified
several interesting patterns that may result from the action
of positive natural selection. First, in CAPN10, the hap-
lotype class defined by the derived allele at SNP44, a
polymorphism associated with increased diabetes risk, has
a significant deficit of polymorphism, as expected if recent
positive selection rapidly drove this haplotype class to
high frequency. Second, a region of markedly high poly-
morphism and decay of LD was identified in intron 13
of CAPN10, which is consistent with a model of bal-
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Figure 3 Contour plot of the probability of the Hausa data for
CAPN10 over a grid of values of the parameters Q and M, under the
multiallelic model of balancing selection. The shaded area indicates
the portion of the parameter space that is not compatible with the
data. The P values are for the statistic combining the probability of
three aspects of the data (i.e., p, rH01, and Tajima’s D) and are cal-
culated by comparison with simulated samples (see the “Material and
Methods” section).
ancing selection involving multiple alleles. Although ad-
ditional studies will be necessary to assess whether these
findings support the thrifty genotype hypothesis, it is likely
that selective pressures acting on this genomic region have
changed over the time scale of human evolution and have
shaped its patterns of variation.
Of the two potential signatures of selection mentioned
above, the low variability associated with the haplotypes
carrying the derived allele at SNP44 may be most easily
reconciled with selection on variation affecting diabetes
risk. Recent meta-analyses have confirmed a role for this
variant—or one in perfect LD with it—in diabetes risk.
A meta-analysis of 17,000 cases and controls supported
an association of the ancestral (C) allele at SNP44 with
increased risk of type 2 diabetes, with an odds ratio (OR)
of 1.17 and a P value of .0007 (Weedon et al. 2003). A
separate meta-analysis of CAPN10 variation and type 2
diabetes reported a significant undertransmission of the
derived (T) allele at SNP44 to affected offspring in the
pooled sample from three family-based studies, with a
pooled OR of 0.66 and a P value of .004 (Song et al.
2004). Functional studies also suggest a role for SNP44.
On the basis of in vitro assays, it was proposed that
SNP44 is located within an enhancer element and influ-
ences its activity (Horikawa et al. 2000). Although bind-
ing assays of nuclear extracts in HepG2 cells showed that
the SNP44 polymorphism did not affect binding, a re-
porter gene assay showed that SNP44, in addition to
SNP43, may modulate transcription of CAPN10. These
results are compatible with the notion that SNP44 itself
was the target of positive selection and one of the caus-
ative disease variants; however, the possibility that the
signature of selection and the disease-association signal
are both due to a polymorphic site in strong LD with
SNP44 cannot be excluded. In fact, our data show that
the derived allele at SNP44 is part of a long-range hap-
lotype containing several other variants, including the
derived allele at Thr504Ala (SNP110), an amino acid
replacement in domain III of calpain-10. It is possible
that Thr504Ala, alone or in combination with SNP44,
was the target of positive natural selection and drove
the association in disease-mapping studies. However,
Thr504Ala is not the only polymorphism in strong LD
with SNP44 that might be functional. For example, in
all four population samples, SNP44 is in perfect LD with
two polymorphisms in the 5′ UTR, SNP134 (position
17749) and SNP135 (position 17841) (table 2). Notably,
at these two sites, it is the ancestral allele that is associated
with the derived allele at SNP44. Given the rapid break-
down of LD in intron 13, it is unlikely that the target of
selection resides in the unsurveyed region 3′ to CAPN10.
Independent data show that LD breaks down ( 2r 
) in populations from the major ethnic groups be-0.04
tween SNP131 (position 4061), in the RNPEPL1 gene
5′ to CAPN10, and SNP66 (position 10676) (L. del
Bosque-Plata and G. Hayes, unpublished data); this
suggests that at least part of the RNPEPL1 gene can
be excluded as the target of selection.
It was noted elsewhere that several of the variants (i.e.,
Indel19 and SNP63) that make up the risk haplotypes
had unusually large differences in allele frequencies be-
tween Africans and non-Africans, as compared with a
set of likely neutral loci (Fullerton et al. 2002). This find-
ing was interpreted as possibly resulting from population-
specific selective pressures on these SNPs. However, the
evidence of a partial selective sweep that emerges from
the present survey suggests an alternative explanation.
Theoretical work showed that, if a selective sweep occurs
in geographically subdivided populations and migration
rates are low relative to the selection coefficient, then
linked neutral alleles may exhibit unusually large differ-
ences in allele frequencies across subpopulations (Slatkin
and Wiehe 1998). Thus, if the selective event that drove
up the frequency of the SNP44-haplotype class occurred
in African and non-African populations after their sep-
aration, then the observed degree of differentiation of
allele frequencies at linked SNPs would not be unex-
pected and would not reflect a selective advantage of the
highly differentiated SNPs. A haplotype test performed
on segments centered on either Indel19 or SNP63 in each
population did not yield a significant result; this is con-
sistent with the idea that these SNPs were not the target
of directional selection.
The possibility of an ancestral allele, such as would
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be the case for SNP44 or Thr504Ala, that increases risk
of diabetes is particularly interesting in light of other
findings about risk variants for common diseases. The
common polymorphism Pro12Ala at the PPARG gene
was shown to increase risk of type 2 diabetes, with an
OR of 1.25 (Altshuler et al. 2000). On the basis of an
alignment with the orthologous chimpanzee sequence,
we determined that the risk allele (Pro12) is ancestral,
whereas the protective and less common allele is de-
rived. If the parallel with SNP44 (or Thr504Ala) holds,
then one might expect a signature of positive selection
around the derived Ala12 allele. However, given its rel-
atively low frequency (∼15%), the power to detect the
signature of selection, if present, may be low. The 4
allele at the APOE gene is another pertinent example:
this allele is defined by the presence of the ancestral
allele at two common amino acid polymorphisms and
was shown to increase risk of coronary artery disease
(Davignon et al. 1988; de Knijff et al. 1994; Stengard
et al. 1995) and Alzheimer disease (Corder et al. 1993;
Strittmatter et al. 1993). Interestingly, an analysis of
polymorphism data in human populations showed that
the haplotype class defined by the derived allele 3—
the most common in all populations—was associated
with an excess of low-frequency variants, which was
interpreted as evidence of the action of positive selection
on this haplotype (Fullerton et al. 2000). The hypothesis
that the 3 allele increased in frequency as a result of
positive selection had been independently proposed on
the basis of its distribution across populations with dif-
ferent subsistence strategies, as well as on the basis of
functional considerations (Corbo and Scacchi 1999).
Within the same context, it was postulated that the an-
cestral 4 allele was a “thrifty” allele in ancient human
populations and that it had become deleterious under
more recent environmental conditions.
Thus, SNP44 and Thr504Ala may be additional ex-
amples of polymorphisms in which the ancestral allele
increases risk of common metabolic syndromes and
which probably became deleterious during the relatively
recent history of human populations. The causes of such
a deleterious effect are unclear. One might speculate that
the disease phenotype is deleterious, per se, or that the
thrifty alleles have pleiotropic effects with negative fitness
consequences (e.g., variation in birth weight). Overall,
these results suggest that one of the population genetics
models associated with the thrifty genotype hypothesis
involves ancestral risk alleles that were beneficial in an-
cient human populations but that became detrimental as
a result of recent lifestyle changes; these changes led, in
turn, to the rapid rise in frequency of the derived alleles
and the resulting signature of positive selection.
The second deviation from the standard neutral model
is the one observed in intron 13 of CAPN10. This signal
consists of a significantly large peak in polymorphism
that overlaps, in the Hausa, with a significant peak in
the decay of LD. One possible source of deviation from
the null model is the action of natural selection. We per-
formed coalescent simulations to explore a biallelic mod-
el of long-standing balancing selection, and, when we
rejected it, we turned to a more complex model in which
selection maintains more than two alleles. Under the
multiallelic balancing selection model, the data are con-
sistent with a limited range of combinations of param-
eter values. In this model, which was originally devel-
oped to explain variation at the MHC, a fixed number
of alleles is maintained through a process of turnover,
whereby selected alleles are lost by chance and are
replaced by new selected alleles (Takahata 1990). Al-
though this long-standing diversifying selection model
is not easily reconciled with diabetes susceptibility, it is
possible that other selective models (e.g., long-term fluc-
tuations of environmental conditions and selective pres-
sures [Gillespie 1991]) result in patterns of variation
that are similar to those predicted by the model of Taka-
hata (Takahata 1990; Hedrick 2002) and may be more
relevant to the evolution of genes involved in energy
metabolism.
Evaluating the plausibility of this selective scenario is
challenging because of the uncertainties concerning the
biological role of calpain-10 and the significance of its
variants with regard to gene function and disease sus-
ceptibility. However, from a strictly evolutionary stand-
point, our findings could be consistent with the “carni-
vore connection” hypothesis (Miller and Colagiuri 1994;
Colagiuri and Brand Miller 2002), which postulates a
critical role for the quantity of dietary protein and car-
bohydrate in the evolution of insulin resistance. More
specifically, it was proposed that insulin resistance offered
survival and reproductive advantages during the Ice Ages,
which started ∼2.5 million years ago (mya) and domi-
nated most of human evolution, when a shift to a high-
protein, low-carbohydrate diet occurred as a consequence
of climatic changes. Notably, when we apply a molecu-
lar clock calculation (eq. 3 in Thomson et al. [2000]) to
estimate the average time since the most recent common
ancestor of the population samples for the 1-kb segment
centered on the peak of polymorphism, we obtain age
estimates of 2.1–2.8 mya and 2.4–3.1 mya, depending
on whether the chimpanzee or the orangutan sequences
were used as an outgroup species (we assumed a diver-
gence time of 6 mya and 14 mya for human and chim-
panzee and for human and orangutan, respectively). This
suggests that, if indeed a balanced polymorphism exists
in this location, its age would be consistent with the onset
of new selective pressures associated with the Ice Ages.
Given the likely role of calpains in insulin secretion and
action (Sreenan et al. 2001), these results offer a new
working hypothesis for the evolution of intron 13 vari-
ation and its role in human metabolic adaptations.
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However, natural selection is not the only possible
cause for the pattern observed in intron 13. One possi-
bility is that the elevation in polymorphism levels is the
result of a complex history of population structure. It
can be speculated that ancient admixture in sub-Saharan
Africa prior to the dispersal into Europe and Asia could
have led to the patches of high diversity observed in in-
tron 13; however, one might also expect an excess of LD,
which is contrary to our observations. Additional data
from unlinked genomic regions surveyed in multiple hu-
man populations will allow a more accurate reconstruc-
tion of the history of population structure and will offer
the opportunity to reevaluate our findings.
Nonuniform rates of recombination or mutation are
also possible violations of the assumptions of the stan-
dard neutral model. More specifically, a hotspot of both
recombination and mutation, with all variation being
selectively neutral, may explain the data. However, the
absence of a peak of interspecies sequence divergence
corresponding to the peak of polymorphism implies that,
if a mutational hotspot is present, this must have arisen
after the divergence of human and chimpanzee. The co-
incidence of high p and rH01 in intron 13 may reflect a
relationship between mutation and recombination. Evi-
dence that mutation and recombination may be related
processes on a genomewide scale comes from the obser-
vation that regions of high recombination in humans tend
to have slightly higher levels of divergence between hu-
man and mouse (Lercher and Hurst 2002), human and
baboon, and human and macaque (Hellmann et al.
2003). On a finer scale, the recombinational hotspot in
the human TAP2 gene, which was confirmed by sperm
typing (Jeffreys et al. 2000), is associated with an excess
of polymorphism relative to divergence (Jeffreys et al.
2000) and rapid decay of LD (Cullen et al. 1995; Jeffreys
et al. 2001), just like intron 13 of CAPN10. Interestingly,
a recent analysis of LD in the orthologous region of TAP2
in chimpanzees indicates that the recombination hotspot
is absent in this species (Ptak et al. 2004). Thus, the rate
of both mutation and recombination changed dramat-
ically at the TAP2 gene since the divergence of human
and chimpanzee. However, the b-globin recombination
hotspot has no corresponding peak of polymorphism or
divergence and there is no evidence that the hotspot exists
in the orthologous region of macaques and, perhaps,
chimpanzees (Wall et al. 2003). Importantly, a recent
large-scale study of sequence variation in two population
samples detected numerous regions of rapid LD decay,
consistent with the presence of recombinational hotspots;
however, no association between levels of polymorphism
and LD decay was detected in these regions (Crawford
et al. 2004a). Thus, an increase in polymorphism levels
is unlikely to be a universal feature of human recombi-
nation hotspots. Sperm typing and LD analysis in chim-
panzees are currently being performed to investigate this
alternative neutral explanation for the observations at
intron 13 of CAPN10.
The GPR35 gene was included in our survey because
of its location immediately 3′ to CAPN10 and because
it showed evidence of association with type 2 diabetes.
Also, its expression in tissues including pancreatic islets
and skeletal muscle is consistent with a possible role in
type 2 diabetes. Our results showed unusually high poly-
morphism levels in the Italian sample, relative to the
Hausa and Chinese samples; this was determined by com-
parison with the data from 50 noncoding regions ob-
tained in the same population samples. However, a test
of the standard neutral model based on polymorphism
and divergence—using the same data—did not detect a
significant departure in the Italians. Thus, although these
results remain unusual and deserve further attention, they
do not constitute strong evidence of positive selection.
Elucidating the evolutionary models of common hu-
man diseases is crucial for defining powerful approaches
to mapping susceptibility variants. In particular, mod-
els in which selective pressures on disease risk variants
changed during human evolution are likely to apply
broadly to diseases of modernization (e.g., obesity, hy-
pertension, and asthma), which represent a major health
burden in industrialized countries. The analysis of can-
didate genes, such as CAPN10 and GPR35, is a step
toward outlining the relevant models for these diseases
and developing further working hypotheses. Further
studies of CAPN10 and GPR35, as well as other can-
didate genes, will be necessary to develop a comprehen-
sive understanding of the evolution of common-disease
susceptibility.
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